Tom Tyler
Year of Call: 1996
Email Address: london@3pb.co.uk
Telephone: 020 7583 8055

Family
Tom is experienced in all aspects of family law matrimonial finance litigation and Children Act disputes including:
Co-habitation litigation under the Trusts of Land and Appointment of Trustees Act 1996
Safeguarding of assets via freezing orders
Maintenance pending suit
Proceedings involving Interveners and other third parties
Ancillary relief in England & Wales after a foreign decree
Enforcement and appeals
Setting aside of orders due to non-disclosure
Tom is always pleased to receive instructions from clients on a direct access basis. If you are considering instructing Tom,
then he would welcome the opportunity of speaking to you on the telephone or Skype prior to being sent your papers.
Subject to the complexity of the issues on the case, there is usually no fee for a preliminary consultation of this nature.

Recommendations
Tom is noted for his 'expertise in matrimonial finance work' by the Legal 500 Bar Directory 2018 - Tier 1.
Tom is recommended by the Legal 500 Bar Directory 2016 for his expertise in the Regional Bar - South Eastern Circuit.
Family and children law – Leading juniors
Tom Tyler - A finance specialist.
Legal 500 Bar Directory 2015.
Family and children law – Leading juniors
Tom Tyler - Undertakes financial remedy cases where parties have been convicted of serious criminal offences
Legal 500 UK Directory 2013/14/Family: "3PB’s Tom Tyler is ‘very meticulous, sharp and to the point’."
Legal 500 Bar Directory 2014: “Tom Tyler - 3PB ‘Skilled in all areas of his multi-faceted family practice, particularly in
financial remedy cases.’ “
Legal 500 Bar Directory 2014: ‘He is experienced in financial remedy, where there is an element of criminal conduct or
confiscation orders are involved.’
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January 2018, from Mrs W in Hampshire: "Dear Mr. Tyler,
I would like to whole heartedly thank you for all your support-along with your re-assuring manner & diplomacy, you were
worth every penny.
Once again thank you."
September 2017, From Mr B in London: "Mr Tyler is a warm friendly person, he is highly knowledgeable and dealt with my
situation thoroughly.
"I was extremely pleased how Mr Tyler dealt with my case, I was not expecting the outcome I received.
"Highly recommended and I would definitely work with again.
"Thank you again Mr Tyler."
August 2017, From Mrs A in Surrey: "Thank you so much for your direction yesterday. You were absolutely amazing and I am
so glad you acted for me.
"I just wish I had you at my previous hearings as I have been led up the garden path.
"You are so professional, firm and of course your years of experience gave me the best result. There was as you say significant
risk of losing my home if I were to have had a different barrister who knows I could have been led up garden path again?
"Thank God I had you. You’re a great man and warm hearted!"
August 2017, From Mr P in Bristol: "Tom Tyler was unflappable. He very quickly gained a good grasp of the situation and laid
things out clearly for me so that I could understand what my options were.
"I was particularly impressed with the way Tom dissected my extremely complex financial position and laid it out clearly in
such a way that it was impossible for the opposition to dispute it. Had I not had the benefit of an expert Counsel in Tom who
was well versed in financial matters and who knew how to display and tabulate them in an easy to understand way things may
not have gone as well and I could have easily lost the case. Thank you."
August 2017, From Ms B in West Sussex: "Thank you for coming to my aid so generously. I feel very blessed to have been
represented by you and am deeply grateful for your help."

Professional bodies
Family Law Bar Association
Proceeds of Crime Lawyers' Association

Direct Access
You will be fully supported and remain in control of your case, every step of the
way.
Tom is a family law barrister who is authorised to practice by the Bar Council and is regulated by the Bar Standards Board. He
has a right of audience in every court in England and Wales. Tom undertakes public access work and appears on the Bar
Council Public Access Register and accepts instructions from solicitors in the traditional way.
When couples separate, financial and child care disputes often result and for many individuals the legal system is daunting,
confusing and expensive. Tom is an expert who steps in and helps his clients take back control of their lives and move swiftly
towards a more positive, settled future.
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Why use a public access barrister?
Tom’s clients undertake the straightforward work themselves leaving the difficult parts to him. In this way, they save money
on legal fees and remain fully informed at every stage of the case.
Pay as you go – The fee for each stage of the case is agreed in advance and in writing.
Flexible appointment times - Tom works around his client’s work and child care commitments.
Examples of family law work that barristers may do:•

providing expert legal advice at face to face meetings, in writing and by Skype;

•

representation at court;

•

drafting documents e.g. letters, offers, position statements & skeleton arguments;

•

persuasively and effectively negotiating on your behalf;

•

providing advice and direction at the next stage of your case;

•

preparing you for and/or assisting you at Mediation;

•

representation at round-table meetings;

•

reviewing and advising upon your case papers at various stages;

•

negotiation and representation at court;

•

preparing appeal documents.

Tom’s approach
Tom is a good listener, treating his clients with respect and dignity when they are speaking about very personal, often
upsetting family matters. From the outset he is keen to identify and focus on the real issues in the case.
He brings a mix of common sense, objectivity and reality to the legal issues which may appear overwhelming to his clients.
Thorough preparation in advance of client meetings ensures that all meetings are well structured and highly effective with no
time wasted. Tom provides sound and realistic legal advice ensuring that his clients feel well supported and clear about the
way forward.
Tom has a wealth of court experience and the determination to robustly assert her client’s case. He is persuasive and has a
strong reputation. Acknowledged by his colleagues as ‘a safe pair of hands’ he is committed to ensuring that family law issues
are resolved fairly with the minimum possible delay, stress and cost for his clients.

